Announcement: Please sign the attendance list (needed to establish a quorum if votes occur)

1. Activities of the CBS Executive Committee and Chair
   Christopher Fraser
2. Reports from standing committees
   Undergraduate Curriculum and Educational Policy
   Awards Committee—Undergraduate Awards
   Bo Liu
   Julin Maloof
3. Executive Committee Membership for 2017-18
   Christopher Fraser
   ALL
4. Requests for FEC activities during 2017-18 if any
5. Remarks by the Dean
   Mark Winey
6. 2016-17 CBS Faculty Teaching Award Recipients
   Aldrin Gomes/Winey
7. 2016-17 CBS Faculty Research Award Recipient
   Stacey Combes/Winey
8. Thank you to the 2016-17 FEC* and Adjournment
   Fraser/Anne Britt
FEC membership 2016-17

Chris Fraser, Chair
Anne Britt, Vice Chair

Department representatives:
Hwai-Jong Cheng, NPB
Luca Comai, Plant Biology
Bruce Draper, MCB
Annie Schmitt Steve, EVE
Kowalczykowski, MMG

At large members:
Neil Hunter, MMG
Michael Turreli, EVE
FEC Activities 2016-17

Initiated by Senate:

Statement from college to engage the new Chancellor.
Respond to the Graduate School of Management plan to offer B.S. in Business Administration.
Respond to revisions to Academic Personnel Manual (APM)
Respond to proposal to grant GE credit for AP exams passed.

Initiated by CBS:

Request to ask for more support for a student testing center.
Expectations for undergraduate research interns.
BIS core review committee.
FEC membership 2017-18

Anne Britt, Chair
Vice Chair nominations requested this summer

Department representatives:
Hwai-Jong Cheng  NPB
Bo Liu  Plant Biology
TBD  MCB
Annie Schmitt  Steve  EVE
Kowalczykowski  MMG

At large members:
Neil Hunter  MMG
Nominations requested this summer
Committee on Undergraduate Curriculum and Educational Policy (CUCEP)

- Current members: Jochen Ditterich (NPB); Michele Igo (MMG); Ken Kaplan (MCB); Lesilee Rose (BIS); Sebastian Schreiber (EVE); Steven Theg (PLB); Susan L. Keen (DO); and Bo Liu (Chair).
- Staff support: Jennifer Halpert (BASC)
- Changes in majors: to FEC after CUCEP approval (on-line only)
- New courses & revisions: instructor>vice chair>CUCEP>COCI thru ICMS (integrated Curriculum Management System)
- Obsolete courses: vice chair>CUCEP thru ICMS
- Prerequisite changes only: instructor>vice chair>CUCEP thru ICMS
- Other miscellaneous business related to undergraduate education
Committee Members

- Julin Maloof (chair)
- Stacey Combes (NPB)
- Graham Coop (EVE)
- Tom Hall (BASC)
- Richard McKenney (MCB)
- Kelley Subramanian (BMCDB Grad Group)
- Mariel Vazquez (MMG)

- ALSO: THANKS to
  - SUSAN KEEN
  - MICHELLE AYRES
Provost’s Undergraduate Fellowship

• Fall
  – $13,512 available
  – 21 applicants
  – 13 awards made

• Spring
  – $8,520 available
  – 10 applicants
  – 9 awards made
Undergraduate Travel

• Fall
  – 3 applicants
  – 3 awarded
• Winter
  – 2 applicants
  – 2 awarded
• Spring
  – 3 applicants
  – 3 awarded
CBS Dean’s Mentorship Award

• Awarded to graduate students
• 9 applicants for 5 possible awards
• 5 awards given
College Citations for Outstanding Performance

• Based on GPA and research experience
• 40 applicants
• 34 awards given
Ronald and Lydia Baskin Research Award

• Awarded to one senior for research excellence (preference for structural Biology).

• Awarded to Iris Molhoff
Outstanding Student of the Year

• Based on
  – Research
  – Campus and Community Service
  – Academic Excellence

• 8 Eligible

• Awarded to Niloufar Mohajerani
College Medal

• Based on
  – Academic Excellence
  – Research

• 28 Eligible

• Awarded to Felicia Peng
University Medal

• Based on superior scholarship and achievement
  – Academic Excellence
  – Extracurricular activities and honors
  – Outside employment

• CBS Nominee Srujan Kopparapu was awarded the medal